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Compact-Class Coin Counting and Sorting Machine for mixed batches of coins, up to 8
denominations, up to 2,800 coins per minute. Equipped with Single-Stop unit, Standard foreign
coin off-sort feature, large coin tray, automatic coin feed and mixed coin pre-count feature.

Technical Data
Coins per minute:
up to 2,800
Denominations:
up to 8 coin denominations
Coin boxes:
8 for the coin sort and
1 for the foreign coin off-sort
Coin outlets:
1 for the Single-Stop and
the mixed coin pre-count
SORTOVIT S 10C

With the SORTOVIT S 10C up to eight coin denominations can
be processed.
A foreign coin off-sort feature is standard. All known foreign
and false coins are detected and off-sorted.

Single-Stop unit
standard
Hopper capacity:
approx. 3,300 mixed coins
Coin feed:
automatic (Vibrator)
Foreign coin off-sort feature:
standard

The machine is equipped with a Single-stop feature. It enables
the operator to pack the sorted coins one after the other into
coin bags or tubes in a second step. The stop amount is freely
programmable.

Mixed coin pre-count feature:
standard

The SORTOVIT S 10C has a standard RS-232 Interface to
connect to a printer or PC.

Interfaces:
serial RS 232, Remote Display

We have made a number of fundamental changes to our
operating concept and have adapted it to suit the operators
needs exactly. The new coin outlets are suitable both for coin
bags or coin tubes.

Operating Voltage
230V/50Hz, 115V/60Hz optional

A 10 key keyboard is available as an option.

Memory Levels:
two, counting level and total sum

Power Consumption
approx. 200VA
Dimensions (L x W x H):
1006 x 367 x 306 mm
DESIGN AND TECHNICAL ALTERATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE.

